Baffle Removal
(Please Read All Instructions Before Beginning)

1. Remove baffle mounting hardware on the bottom side of the muffler. Note: Baffles with high mileage may require the use of penetrating oil. If penetrating oil is needed, spray around the rear mounting cup of the baffle. Please follow all usage and warning labels for the product being used.

2. In a well ventilated area, start the motorcycle and allow the exhaust to get up to temperature, usually 5-10 min. Turn off the motorcycle.

3. Wearing leather gloves, use channel lock pliers or Visegrips to grab onto the extraction bar of the baffle and begin to pull.

4. As you pull the baffle, begin to twist. You can twist clockwise or counter clockwise, but be sure to twist in one direction only and twist as you pull the baffle out. Note: Do not twist side to side. This can cause the matting to get bound up between the baffle cup and the muffler shell.

Baffle Matting Wrap Installation
(Please Read All Instructions Before Beginning)

1. Cut matting to correct length (approximately ½” past louvered core).

2. Wrap first layer of matting around core of the baffle, overlapping the ends approximately ½” and securing with three strips of 1” masking tape. Be sure to tape in the same direction as the overlap, as to pull the matting tight while wrapping.

3. Using 2” clear packaging tape, wrap around the matting from one end to the other, covering the matting completely. Once again being sure to wrap tape in the same direction as the overlap in the matting.

4. Wrap the second layer of matting around the 1st layer, overlapping the ends approximately ½” and securing with three strips of 1” masking tape. Be sure to tape in the same direction as the overlap, as to pull the matting tight while wrapping.

5. Using 2” Masking tape, wrap around the matting from one end to the other, covering the matting completely. Once again being sure to wrap tape in the same direction as the overlap in the matting.

6. Install newly wrapped baffles in the muffler shell being careful to and secure. Be sure to apply Blue Loc-Tite to the threads of the mounting hardware before installing and tightening hardware.